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Law School Welcomes New,_Professor To. Faculty 
by A~y Jo Fricano 
. Our :new Saies and Secured 
Transactions -professor, Tom 
Crandall, makes his . home in 
Spoka'ne, Washington, not far 
from the famous volcano. He 
is teaching at UB'this semester, 
and is.working on a U.E.C.-text-
book with Professor ·Spanogle. 
The text, Cases, Problems 
and Materials on the Uniform 
Co,:n_mercial Code, will come 
out sometime next v.~ar. It is an 
ambittou.~ undertaking, tack-
·ling not only certain subjects, 
but rather the entire StatutE!'. 
· Presently the pajr ·have com-
pleted drafts on Articles Ill, IV 
and. IX. · The rest will be dealt 
With soon. 
-:-
Shortly af.ter the. eruptio11 of 
Mt. St. Helen this summer, 
Tom Crandall began _a year 
. 
long leave of absence from 
Gonzaga- Un~~er.sity Law 
School. He hasj taugh't U.C.C. •
and cons~er ~ourses at that 
institution for s.ii years. 
The Crandal!i.are making a 
figure-eight tour of the U.S. 
law schools this year: from 
Spokane to the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
to Buffalo, tot"· University of 
Colorado at Denver, and then 
back to Gonzaga. 
This is no small feat, is-ho-· 
fessor Crand~I has- brought 
along his y.gung children, 
Kelley, age 3, ;t_nd Franklin., age 
5 months, with the help of his 
wife Candace Carver. Crandall 
states he is very "glad they're 
adventurers." 
Professor Crandall at.tended 
law school at Indiana' Universi-
ty · in ;Bloom!ngton, Indiana. 
After graduation he spent a 
year at Indianapolis' fargest 
 law firm, Ice, Miller, Donadio 
and Ryan., He- felt, however, 
. that sort of practice "just 
wasn't for him." 
From Indianapolis, Professor . 
Cran'dall- went to work for 
Milwaukee legaJ services in a 
neigh)>orhood office as a ·staff 
att"prney. There he got his first 
real exposure in the area of law 
that is now his expertise. Dur-
ing his tenure at legal services, ,
he became involved with the 
law. reform unit, focusing on 
consumer credit litigation-and 
legislative reform. As a pro-· 
fessor, most of his writing has 
related to consumer issues. 
While in Milwaukee, Pro-· 
fessor Crandall· also served as a 
lobbyist at the State ·
Legislature in Madison. He 
said, "That may have been my 
most ·interesting job before 
teaching." There· he lobbied 
for the adoption of an · alter-
nate proposal,' -of his .own 
design, to· the Uniform Con-
sumer Credit Act which he felt 
was .overly creditor-oriented. 
The fruits of his labor became 
the Wisconsin Consumer Act, 
which is now considered one 
· of the most progressive enact-
ments ' in this area. 
· Pennsylvania Legal Services 
 in Harrisburg was his next stop, 
where · Professor Crandall 
. became Director of the Legal 
Assistance p,vision. There he 
worked on legislative pro-
posals ' which resulted in 
substantive changes in the law 
of mortgage interest rate, and 
mortgage foreclosure . "I guess 
I prefer,he lawyering skill of 
draftiog legislation to any 
other," he said. ~randall added 
that he much prefers lobbying 
to the life of a practitioner. 
In 1974 Tom Crandall made 
up his mind to . go into 
teaching, another endeavor he 
finds decidedly more . in-
cont'd. on page six 
Profeuor Thomas CrandaH 
P:Jocement Off ice· Offers 
Many Job 0pportonities 
by Dave Cuy 
The University o'f Buffalo 
Law School may not be Har-
vard or Yale, at least in the 
· eyes·of prospective employers, 
but wit,h tlie help of Alan Car-
rel, Associate Dean and Direc-
tor of Plac.ement, Audrey 
Koscielniak, Assistant Director 
of Placement, and staff, U.B. 
Law St~dents have a good 
chance-of landing a. good job 
anyway. Naturally, as Ms. 
Koscielniak hefself stresses, 
the .rnain responsibility of fin-
ding a job in ttie legal profes-
sion lies "with- the individual 
student; however, that task is 
made far. -easier than it other-
wise might be if the student ap-
proaches the task intelligently. 
Audrey, as Ms._ Koscielniak 
-is better kno.wn, ·perc;eives the 
job-frnding task in terms of a 
market. Viewed in this light, 
Placement is cle.arly "not an 
employment agency," as she 
puts it. What Placement does 
is to provide guidance and 
assistance for people w~o are 
lookin~ for legal or legally-
related employment. These· 
aids. include advice on effec-
tive techniques and strategies, 
encompassing sample 
resumes, cover letters, who to 
wri\~ to, and mock inter~i~ws. 
Placement also provides 
materials such as reference 
books and psycho,l~gii;:al en-
couragement. · . 
In quelling student fears, 
Audre,y sfress~s that Place-
ment's function is far ,more 
than is -visible to most 
students. Clearly, the most ap-
parent . function of Placement 
is the early recruitment that is: 
now going. on. Qut this early 
recruitment . which includes 
both. the New York City-Inter-
view Program as .well as, the 
On-Campus-Interviews, is·"on-
ly -the tip of the iceberg." ADC! 
whatatipitis. 
The New York City Interview 
Program, for exa_mple, is very 
eJ<citihg tq the Placement peo-
pie. Based l,argely on the good 
results-of last year's N.Y.C. pro-
grim, this year it is not only 
laraer, but is bein1··run much 
 earlier, Thls latter fact may 
 come as a jolt ·.to many 
students'  initial dl.smay" yet Is 
actualJ.y to their benefit. For as 
 cont'd. on pag• four 
-Opl • • n_ Ion. ~i II_
_ 
,H~st . a Party 
0 n '. 6. h fl ·t . tOOr. 
· · ' : • - . · ~ 
Opinion- will. hold its· aMual 
recru'itment bash"today-(Thurs--
day, , Septembec ~ 8}. ' The 
festivities will COft!mence with 
c.;,ffee an<I dou1hnuu in the 
Opinion 1suite, Room 623 in 
O'Brlan. PizZJ and·beer will be 
served in the· afiernoon.0 Those 
interested in workin1 for our 
~spaper should .attend. It's 
j _uaranteed (hlcl) to be a s,well 
timel · 
Greiner on Temporary _Leave-
by Edward Sinker 
Professor William R. 
Greiner will be on a tem-
porary one-year leave from 
his position as Associate 
Dean to assume the respon-
'sibilities of Associate Vice 
President for Academic Af-
fairs pursuant to an appoint-
ment by Vice President for 
Academic Affairs Robert 
Rossberg. 
"President Ketter made 
an excellent decision in 
choosing Rossberg," said 
Dean Thomas Headrick, 
"and Rossberg made a fine 
choice in Greiner . The 
university will be served 
well by both men." 
Professor Virginia A. 
Leary will fill -in for Greiner 
as Vice Chairpt!rson on tile 
Acad~mic Standards and 
~tanding Committee. The 
vice chairperson is responsi-
ble for receiving from 
students special "non-
routine" petitions relating 
to the academic program, 
credit for graduation·, 
general adacemic eligibility, 
and questions regarding ex-
am rescheduling. ,, 
Professor Louis Del Cotto 
will step into Greiner's shoes 
temporarily to ; serve as 
Chairman of the Admissions 
Committee. 
I "I used Greiner as a soun-
ding board," said Headrick, 
"and it's reassuring to know 
that he will still be available 
· to the law school communi-
ty as an advisor and instruc-
tor." 
:ABA lmpoS,s ·~0-Hr. Limit 
' 
Professor William Greiner 
by Peter, «.w. 
Las't week, students found
an advisory from Dean Thomas
Headrict in their mailboxes .
The note rqarded the num6er
f outside workina hours that
aw students may en1aae in. 
Attached to the advisory was a
facsimile of the memo receiv-












and a questionnaire which law 
students were to comple,te. 
The ABA ,has incre!tsed its 
allowance for qutside work by 
 ful(t1rn'4 ~trom fifteen 
hours to twinfy hours, and is 
checking 'whetber this new 
limit is beln1 complied with. 
The Dean's letter ,to the 
students indicated that failure 
to meet the .te~s. of. the AB~ 
st~ndard {lOS(aXlli) could af-
tect UB Lawis accreditation 
status. Students were in- ( 
structed, in no uncertain terms, 
to complete the enclosed 
yellow form and return same 
to Room 304, O'Brian. 
Law School soul'ces maln--
tain that this Is a departure 
from the usual .hands-off 
policy of administration 
towards student off-campus 
activity, 
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Editorial 
20-Hr. Rule Unwarranted 
Last week Dean Thomas Headrick requested that all law 
students complete a student employment disclosure form . 
The declared rationale was to satisfy the ABA Ace'redita-
tion Committee's dema~d that full-time students work no 
more than 20 hours 'per week . This intrusion into the out-
side commitments of students will act to separate law 
students from the community-at-large. 
The ABA inspection team made several requests in an ef-
fort to irhprove the existing quality of legal education. The 
team's major recommendation, however, was for a reduc-
tion in our student-faculty ratio. Why has this request not 
been acted upon? Why are some students still forced to sit 
on the floor in order to hear a lecture? 
Dean Headrick 's memo makes it seem as though our 
ABA accreditation hinges on strict compliance with the 
"20-hour rule." Scare tactics do not obscure the f~ct that 
the ABA standard is of minor import in the accreditation 
process. 
There are three reasons why the " 20-hour rule" should 
not be enforced. 
_Traditional law school courses train people in the law, 
but do little to teach one how to be a lawyer: Students need 
and desire an understan1ding of law in action. Knowing and 
doing are often as 'different as n'ight and day. The present 
clinical program is nqt of sufficient magnitude to meet 
these needs of the student body. 
Lack of practical experience not only hurts the student, 
but hurts the community as well. The ties between the law 
school , the community, and the Erie County Bar Associa-
tion should be nurtured and fostered . The administration's 
stance tends to increase the distance between the law 
school and the wprking world. 
Since student loans do not always cover all expenses, 
work necessarily enables many students to attend law 
school. Should we deny these students the opportunity of a 
legal education? 
One suggestion is for the law school to provide legal 
employment to supplement clinical offerings. The Baldy 
Center's initiative in housing code in.speetion is a model to 
be followed. The Center employs several law students to in-
terview housing inspectors while the students learn ·
regulatory skills and also earn a decent ·wage. The school 
receives a ·re.port on regulatory behavior while the student 
is paid and educated. · 
The administration seems to be worried about the 
dedication of only the working law student and whether he 
has "spread himself too thin ." But what aboutrthe faculty? 
Shouldn't a disc1psure statement also b~ required from pro-
fessors asking them to •iist their outside commitments? 
The administration needs, to develop pr.ojects which in-
volve students both in ahd outside of the classroom . To 
pick on stude~ts at the req~est of the ABA without offering 
substahtive programming alternatives· doe·s little in con-
tributing to excellence in legal education. 
4-Credit NY· Practice Essentia'I --
To the Editor: 
Last spring, w1th the unfor-
tunate passing of Professor 
Kochery, the administration 
decided to discontinue offer-
ing a coarse in New York Prac-
tice. This course had been 
taught as a fdur €redit course 
by Professor Kochery . The 
decision was assailed by a 
large portion of the student 
body and was particularly 
criticized by th.is year's senior 
class since New York Practice 
is a course that is ·extremely 
helpful in preparing for the 
New York Bar exam and in the 
--practice- of law in this state. 
Many students signed a peti-
tion opposing the decision and 
an ad hoc student committee 
forwarded a memorandum to 
and met with Dean Headrick 
to discuss the oroblem. This 
qiemorandum was never 
answered. 
This· semester the ad-
ministratio11 has proposed a 
two credit course in Ne~ York 
Practice to · be offered m the 
spriAg and to be tau~ht b~ a 
local practitioner. While being 
a step in the right direction, 
this does not go far' enough. 
New York Practice is a course 
that many seniors had planned 
on taking not only to prepare 
themselves for the bar exam 
and practice in New York, but, 
in ad9ition, to fill out their 
course requirements in their 
final semester of law school. 
Last sp~ing virtually the whole 
senior -class was enrolled in the 
course. As.a two-credit course 
many students will feel 
squeezed by slipping in a fifth 
elective and some may decide 
not to take it. The course 
should be offered as a four 
credit course, as i,t was 
previously, in order to comply 
with the expectations of those 
who had planned to take a four 
credit course in their final 
semester. M 1 a mimi(rium, the 
course should be offered for 
three · credits. However, if this 
is to occur, a sufficient seJec-
tion of four-credit courses 
needs also be offered so that 
studeri'ts will be able to meet 
their credit requirements . 
The proposal as it now. ex-
ists, offering the course for on-
ly tw<J' credit~. is only a half-
hearted concession. ln·order to 
meet the needs of the senior 
class and to present a course 
of adequate substance, a four 
or -a three hour credit course is 
required . 
Steve'seener 
,SBA Apo'logizes for 
"Sloppy" SCA TE 
To tf)e Editor: 
The . SBA Promotion and 
Tenure Committee finally 
pu~lished its long-awaited' 
SCA TE booklet evaluating fhe 
law school professors. The 
distribution caused a not unex-
pected storm of controversy. 
The committee is not without 
fault in this matter. The 
 methodolog-y . was sloppy : 
percentage figures for grades 
were include9 without telling 
how many students took the 
course (e.g., 17% F's in Prof. 
Katz's Crime and Community 
·seminar were actually two peo-
ple out of eleven>: percentages 
were mixed with raw data, and 
0grades were summed up over a 
span of several semesters 
without stating that fact. One 
student was given the job of 
covering each professor and 
very I ittle checking was done 
for accuracy. The committee 
and · the SBA apolog_ize for 
misleading fiiures and inac-
curacies, and _in an effort to 
correct any gros~ errors, we 
sent a note to•all the professors 
requesting their corrections. 
The following correcti_ol) was 
received from P-ro-fessot Del 
Cotto: Gift and Estate Tax 





a Good Job 
to the Editor: 
The orientation program was 
conc~ived, "designed and 
managed by approximately 
forty persons. To thank all , 
those respopsible for the 
smooth operation of the pro-
gram by name, without missing 
any, would be difficult. Cer-
tainly, Ken Artin and Susan 
Pellatier deserve special com-
pliments and congratulations. 
They both shouldered their 
responsibilities very well . 
Tha'nk you Ken and Susan, and 
thanks are extended to all the 
other volunteers. for the many 
tasks they performed. · 
' '.All~n Canfield 
Threat To Student Fee Control . ' 
by ~arc Ganz 
The State University of New 
. York (SUNY) central ad-
ministratioJl has stepped up its 
attack on student control of 
student activity fees. This, ac-
cording to Student Association 
of the State Universi.ty Presi-.
dent J ii'n S:tern, is evidenced by 
a direct attack on the funding 
of such state-wide organiza-
tions as SASU and the New 
York Public Interest Research 
Croup (NYPIRC). 
Sin ce June, Chancellor 
Wharton's staff have waged 
legal war against organized 
student groups . Initially, 
Chancellor Wharton challeng-
ed the seating of Jim Stern on 
the SUNY board of trustees, 
contending that Stern was not 
a student. This step allegedly 
initialed Wharton's campaign 
against student organizations, 
according to SASU 's spokes-
person. 
Wharton has also attempted 
to separate the Student 
Assemb ly, comprised of 
representatives of. all SUNY 
schools, and SASU; represen-
ting a majority of student 
governments who join volun-
tarily . This would cripple the 
student group, because much 
of the organization's _funding 
comes from Student Assembly 
sources. 
More recently the Wharton 
administration has attacked 
the funding mechanism. and 
accounting methods used by 
the New York Publi.c ll'lterest 
Research Croup (NYPIRC) and 
indirectly challenged student 
goverment ' s authority to 
budget via referendum . Tlie at-
tack , in the form of a-legal opi-
nion on NYPIRC fu'nding, 
strengthens the administra-
tion's position in dealing with 
external or multi -campus 
orgnaizations by mandating 
campus-b.y-tampus accounting ' 
procedures and more localized 
control of finaAces . Indirectly 
this new opinion may affect 
the fundin'g of all multi~ 
camp_~~ groups that a school's 
administratfon wishes to 
challenge·.-. l!l• NYPIRC's case, 
the SUNY: Buffalo 'administra-
tion has re'fused to release 
funds since March, ma·intain-. 
· ing that the organization had 
not filed the requisite accoun-
ting documents. Yet for the 
last l hree v.ears, .NYPIRC had 
filed ·a simRle accounting form 
with the.ir . request · for funds . 
This is the first year that 
NYPIRG's , funding has ,been 
challenged since 1976. \ 
Reaction · to the legal opi· 
f1ion 'W~s •. s:,vift. · "Most S.A. ' 
president., rare -going to spit .at 
it," prodaimed ,Bingha,mtori_ 
Student Covernme·nt President 
Dave Wysnewski. He con-






You see before you a resource yet to be tapped by many; a 
resource that can 'be whatever you want it to be. Why not take 
advantage 'of it? It belongs to you. lt's ·Opinion and" it's your law 
school newspaper. · 
For those who think no one ever listens; we offer a chance to 
be heard. For those who feel no one rea(ly cares, we e·ncourage 
expression. · · 
We offer a great deal to each orie of you, and ask little in 
return; only that yoµ take advantage of us. · 
The new Opinion staff is dedicated to encooraging full par-
ticipation of th~ entfre law sc.hool community. Our doors are 
wide open, to your thoughts, interests, and goals. We ask only 
that you share them with us. 
We look forward tp the 198o:81 -.academic year with great 
hopes and expectations. We hope you w)ll find the new Opinion 
one of _the best ever. We want so very much to be .a good, effec-
tive and involved newspaper. but we need yqur help. · 
Don't let~ resource go to waste. To be apathetic and uninvolv-
ed is to have rio Opinion. 
President's Corner 
~ynicism--, Apathy Cciuse Pierson's Resignation 
by melanie k pierson , 
, Thi~ is . rr:iY. first c61UQ!n of 
the semester and my last as 
SBA presiderif. I · don't want 
anything to do with law school 
politics anymqre,. . In three long 
months as president_ of this stu-
dent body I have· become a 
total cynic . The attitude 
around this place suc~s. . ' 
The New York ,Practice has-
sle 'is the best current illust'ra-
. tion of what I mean. F-rom time 
immemorial · the · course had 
been taught by Professor 
Kochery, as a four_ credit 
course open only to seniors. 
Many seniors privately said the 
course was a waste of time, as 
easy a Q as you'll ever get, but 
99% of the seniors took the 
course. It was the OfllY course 
thaf made any reaf attempt to 
prepare seniors for the bar ex-
am ·and for the actual practice .
of law. The Erie County Bar 
Assoc;iation and the law school 
alumni both expressed the 
view that this was an essential 
course. With UB as the only 
state run law school in New 
York, it would seem that such a 
course belongs in the cur-
riculum. 
Now it has long been the 
dream of Dean +feadrick and 
others 'to make this place into 
a prominent1aw school. To ac-
compiish this, the Dean wants 
to .cut out "bar revie~(!. type 
courses like New York Prac-
tice, Professo\ _ Koche,ry was 
well loved by students and 
well respected in the Buffalo 
legal community. When Pro-
fessor Kochery died last spring, 
the Dean had his opportunity. 
,, Last spring, rumors ab<;>und-
ed that there would be no New 
York Practice course offered 
' this year. Students, of course; 
were scand'cllized and a flurry 
of petitions were circulated. 
The SBA held two open 
meetings to discuss· the matter. 
These meetings were attended 
by less than a dozen students. 
 Law students, it would seem, 
have time to sign their names 
to petifrons but not time to 
come to meetings. To their 
credit, a few students, acting 
as an ad hoc committee, s'rnt a 
memo to the Dean and the 
faculty, answering their 
arguments -against New York 
Practice. The memo has thus 
far gone unanswered. 
The ·issue suffered from the 
same problem th.at has 
befallen all issuentodents-try 
 to organize around:· the fi.rst· 
year students were too involv-
ed in· getting a grip on law 
school tQ o~ganize po.I itically 
and. the thira year students 
were already · thinking of 
themselves as alumni. The se-
cond year class ~as the only 
class to organize - and all 
, good second year students 
become third year students 
sooner or later. 
When regist_ration materials 
went out this summer, there 
was flO mention of New York 
Practice amongst them. 
Students were given no infor-
mation to plan future 
schedules around . The latest 
word, solicited from Registrar 
Charles Wallin is that New 
York Practice will be a two 
credit course taught by a local 
practitioner. The. twp credit 
course most likely will no't be 
as fully subscribed as it has 
been in the past because many 
stude.nts .cannot carry a two 
credit course in their scnedule 
and still graduate on time. The 
- Dean will then, of course, be 
abl~ to po,int to the low enroll-
ment and s.ay, / 'See, the 
students were ·only interested 
in the cheap credit and not the· 
course content'." 
When asked why the course 
was going to be· taught for two 
hours instead of four, Wallin 
replied that no one on the 
faculty could be found who 
wanted to teach €he course for 
four hours. This is the same 
answer the Dean gave, when 
asked why more minority 
students couldn't be admitted: 
"I can't find anyone on the 
faculty t◊ teach them." These 
remarks are indicative of both 
the administration's and the 
faculty's l'ack of respect for the 
students. This lack of respect is 
further indicated by actions 
like those of one professor who 
sent down a student l_ackey to 
indicate his displeasure with 
the SCA TE booklet, rather than 
writing a note himself or per-
sona 11 y confrontin'g the 
students his lackey was .com-
plaining of. 
At this . point, a question 
comes to mind . Isn't it the job 
of a Dean, ca~ht in such a 
situation: to direct someone to 
teach the course or hire 
someone who will? 
The irrespoflsibility of 
·students is a problem the 
faculty and administration cite 
as reasons for the poor 
faculty/student relations that 
exist. The student body is now
the victi~ of such irrespon-
sibi lity. The treasurer and 
secretary of the SBA both did 
not return to school this fall 
and neither bothered to give 
the SBA any notice of that 
fact. As a result, the SBA 
bud~et is in shambles. The 
budget was drawn up in 
several tense meetings at the 
end of last spring semester, 
meetings at which the 
treasurer presided and the 
secretary took notes. As it was 
the end of the semester and 
finals were upon us, no official 
written record was made of the 
budget decisions. Since these 
two people did not return, ,it is 
now the task of the newly 
elected SBA officers to wrestle 
with the budgetary problem. 
New elections will be held 
on September 22 and 23 to 
elect new officers and direc-
-tors of the SBA and new stu-
dent members to . the 
Faculty/Student Relations 
·Board . I am not runnrng for 're-
election because, as I have 
detailed above, the present 
situation and attitudes prevent 
me from being effective. 
However, only three or four 
 peopl~ from last year's board 
are· running again, so the new 
group can make of the 
.ofganization what they please·. 
If you have hope and about 
ten hours a week to devote to 
this organization, please don' t 
hesitate to run . I wish you 
luck . 
SAVE' $ too 
ENROLL BY 
OCTO~ER 15 
71 BROADWAY, 17th FLOOR 
NE~YORK,NY1~ 
Lury Malfi tano 
Debby Dacker 
Norman Parratt 
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The Moot Court Board will 
be sponsoring._the 1980 Des-
mond Moot Court Competition 
to select new members. There 
will be an open house in the 
Moot Court Room from 9:00 to 
5:00 on Tuesday, September 
23. Please stop by for informa-
tion about the competition 
and the Moot Court Board's 
other activities. Coffee and 
donuts will be served. All are 
invited to attend, though se-
cond year students who wish 
to compete are especially en-
couraged. The Desmond pro-
blem should be handed out 
during the week of September 
29. 
Representing the law school
in the National Moot Court
Competition will be board
members Michael Colnes, Pat
Jayne and Paul Ricotta. This 
year the November competi-
tion will be held ir;i Boston. Tfie 
problem deals· with whether a 
commodity account is a secur-
ity and if there is a private r.ight 
of action under the Com-
modities Futures- Trading Ad
Please watch for an-
nouncements if you would be 
interested in judging practice 
rounds for the Nationals team 
during October. 
Ne\Y Law ·Review Program , 
by Mark Rosen 
The Buffalo Law Review is 
insti_tuting this year a write-on 
h' h ·11 II 2 d 
program w ic w1 a ow n 
year . students to . beco_me 
 Assoc1_a~es on the _Law Rev1e~ 
by writing a publi~hable_ art1-
cle. The program 1s designed 
both to _enc;_ourage more _stu-
dent articles for th~ Review, 
and to re_ach good writers who, 
for a vari~ty of re~sons_ ~on~! 
con:ipete m t~e. trad1t_1o~al 
Spring_ compet1t1on. Variations 
on this program have been 
very successful at other law 
schools. 
The program is set up in the 
form of a.competition. Second 
year students enter the pro-
gram l:>y submitting ,a topic 
proposal by September 15. A 
maximum of 20 will be 
selected .to continue on to the  
outline s.tage. Outlines are due 
September 29, and a.maximum 
of 12 will be s,elected to pro-
ceed to the w'riting of a first 
draft, due October 27. Grades 
are not con·sidered in any way. 
The competition ends Nov-
ember 30 with the submission 
of the second drafts. The 
editorial board of the Review 
will then meet and vote on ·the 
candidates. After selection ilS 
an Associate by the Editorial -
Board the student assumes-the 
same- duties, rights, and 
responsibilities as Associates 
chosen through the competi-
tion of tne previous Spring. 
Throughout the various stages 
of the program, two editors, 
Mary J. Fahey and Mark Rosen, 
will' offer full editorial assis-' 
tance to all candidates. 
Placement • • 
cont'd. from page one 
Audrey points out, many 
schools run their programs 
even earlier. So, by moving our 
timetable up; we gain a com-
petitive edge we would other-
wise needlessly forfeit. Last 
year the program was run as 
late as October 12. This year 
the initial r-.1 .Y.C. program is be-
ing wrapped up by September 
26. 
As to the program's -success, 
the numbers seem to tell the 
story. Last year only 26 
employers were interested 
enough to participate. This 
year the number has risen to 
3,4; and that's just "so far." 
Audrey has left · open the 
possibility that later on there 
may be room for additional 
N.Y.C. interviews - though for 
now the. response has been so 
large that one prospective 
employer has even had to be 
turned down! That employer 
expressed interest in our pro-
gram "too late," a fact men-
tioned by Audrey with some 
justifiable pride, albeit some 
regret. 
Another example of Place-
ment's visible " tip" are the On-
Campus Interviews. These in-
terviews begin September 16 
and include 32 prospective 
employers to date. By com-
parison, last year's total of On-
Campus Interviews was just 
one more, 33. If, as Audrey ex-
pects, we do get more 
employers to participate this 
year, then both interview pro-
grams will have grown in size 
- and perhaps stature - in 
just the past year. And yet, 
again, this is only the visible tip 
of Placement's work . 
Placement also offers the 
batch submission program 
which does not necessarily en-
tail interviews. Batch submis-
sion refers to those potential 
employers who merely request 
that U.B. law school have its 
students submit their resumes 
not to them, but to the Place-
ment Office, instead. The 
Placement Office then submits 
en masse to such employer a 
copy of al I interested students' 
resumes. This,may result in the 
employer contacting the . stu-
dent(s) in· whom they are par-
ticularly interested. It is impor-
tant, says Audrey, that the let-
ters from these employers ·be 
responded to, since our 
response might keep ,these 
employers coming back for 
more. That's. one way upper-
classpersons can help those 
who will soon follow in their 
footsteps. ' 
Placement also continues to 
work to get our graduates jobs 
even after they have left Buf-
falo. For instance, of last year's 
graduates, 86 people are now 
known to be employed in legal 
jobs and most of them are in 
traditional law-firm type jobs, 
56 people are currently known 
to be still looking for their first 
full-time legally-related job, 
and roughly one hundred are 
out of touch and "presumed 
dead." Well, not really, but 
that is .the helpless feeling they 
leave -Audrey and the Place-
ment crew with when they fail 
to keep in touch. The Place-
ment Office cannot force 
graduates to let Placement 
help them, after all. Should 
anyone be alarmed upon 
reading these figures, it should 
be noted that tlie numbers are 
not yet representative of the 
true employment prospects 
since the official Class of 1980 
final report will not be ready 
until next February. 
With all the ·emphasis on 
these programs and the poor 
employment market it seems 
to suggest, many studeAts: are 
discouraged and, therefore, 
fail to aggressively , seek 
employment in their chosen 
profession . Audrey urges 
everyone, whether or not they 
participate in the Placement 
Office's Interview programs, to 
remember that the firms and 
practitioners who can afford to 
participate, themselves, in 
these programs are rather 
lim'it_ed. Moreover, not all 
lawyers who really want or 
need help are well versed in 
how to go about doing it in-
telligently . The market, Ms. 
Koscielniak claitns , · i's 
disorganized. Studen ts should -
"cultivate it themselves. " And 
that brings us fuH circle back 
to the definition of how to ap-
proach the task of finding a 
legally-related job-"intelligent-
ly." Do you need Placement? If 
you listen to Audrey, the 
answer is a qualified no. Place-
ment is a valuable resource, 
and can be a sufficient aid in 
landing a job. But it is not
necessary. What is necessary is 
knowing what to do. If you .do
not know what to do, and if
you still do not utilize the aid 
of the Placement Office, then 
you are certainly not ap-
proaching the task intelligent-
ly. 
Whether you approach the 
task of landing a legally-
related job intelligently or not 
is your business. That thought 
is nothing new, for it has 
already been quite clearly 
stated by Audre, that the 




have pu·t in the works a com-
prehensive Handbook . The 
Handbook is currently in its 
first-draft form and should 
answer all yo4r basic questions 
when it comes out late this Spr-
ing or next year: 
As for the future, Placement 
plans at least more of the 
same. Additionally, Audrey, 
Alan, Chris Moon - Place-
ment's Administrative
Secretary, Sue Kellner - who 
" just left for. the U.S. attorney's 
office, after doing a 'super 
job'," and Placem.ent's three 
student assistants, veteran Sue 
Sadinsky and "rookies" Anne 
DiFonzo and Diane Hinman, 
This busy crew is also put-
ting together their " first at-
tempt" · at a '.'comprehensive 
bibliography of books directly 
. or indirectly related to job 
searching." The Bibliography 
will be ready " wherieyer Plac-.?-
ment can get press time." 
SBA CANDIDATES
Joe Ruh 
My name is Joe Ruh and I 
am running for the office of 
First Year Director . For 
ba c kground purposes , I 
graduated from the Unviersity 
of Rochester in 1976 and spent 
the last four years in \ he.Navy. 
It would be naive for any of 
us, after two weeks in law 
school. to rally behind any 
issue save perhaps over-
crowding in some classrooms. 
In lieu of any issues, theref9 re, 
I wovld like to have your sup-
port for the following reasons : 
a. I'm willing to spend the 
time required to represent us 
fairl'y . 
b. I'm easily approachable 
and eager to listen to your 
comments and criticisms. · 
c: I've had a brief but infor-
mative prior career of working 
with and around a 
bureaucracy. 
As the issues develop, I will 
fairly and accurately present 
and defend your views to · the 
right people. More important-
ly, I will work for fhe idea that 
the Student Bar Association 
pught to spend as mych time 
informing and listening to you 
as .it does conducting its own 
internal affiars. · 
Thank you, and I hope I can 
count on your support. 
Sylvia Fordice 
I, Sylvia Fordice, a first year 
minority student, · announce 
my candidacy for Student Bar
Association Director. It is my
belief that first year students
must be well informed on all
issues which might affect our
future jn this institution. The
SBA is the Qest mechanism by
which to accomplish this goal
of keeping aware of issues and
· changes within the law school.
A significant duty of the SBA is 
the allocation of funds to law
school organizations on the
basis of demonstrated need
and past performance. 
I feel,, therefore, . that my 
MBA degree in Finance and my 
work experiences in setting 
budgets and controlling and 
analyzing costs to budget will 
assist me in making sound 
business decisions that- will 
benefit all student$. Additional •
skills acquired during my 
employment with a 'Fortune 
500 company include purchas-
ing, personn_el, and planning, 
all of which will enhance my 
effectiveness . As an SBA Direc-
tor, I will strive to keep the ·
first year students informed of 




Diane M. Lavalle 
We are running for the 'of-
fices of First Year Directors of 
 the Student Bar Association 
and we'd like to take this time 
to tell you about ourselves. 
Law school _ should be more 
than endless hours of Torts, 
Contracts, and so· forth. We'd 
like to make it more interesting 
and, yes, maybe fun, too! 
We've both had much ex-
perience organizing successful 
activities. As Student Activities
Coordinatof and Finance Com-
mittee Member, Rick has dealt
. with the needs of many diverse 
organizatioi:is. Diane has plan-
ned numerous activities as 
Resident Advisor and in other
capacities. Having . attended 
UB as an undergrad, she knows 
the school welt and can ob-
viously put up with- anything! 
W.e are .committed (and pro-
bably should be)· to putting 
both time and effort into this 
job. Wiping highlighter off 
your hands doesn't have t'o be 
your only source of stimula-
tion! Ple'ase vote! 
Marc Ganz 
Let me be ser.iou·s for a se-
cond .... . now that that's over 
with, I want to announce my 
candidacy for SBA Treasurer's 
position. Ganz•s· the name; 
money's the game. · 
Just remember, a vote for 
me is better than no vote atc1III 







by R.W. Peters 
The International Law Socie-
ty has elected a new ~ecutive 
board. The elections, held last 
April, . have placed Cheryl 
Oseekey as the new president 
of the organization .· Also 
elected to the board were R.W. 
Peters, Treasurer; Alex Mc-·
Quiston; Secretary;. and Franli 
Scifo and Caitlin McCormick, 
·as Vice-Presidents. 
The Society · is an activist 
group, being involved in a 
large range of Law School ac-
t ,ivities. The ILS supervises the 
Jessup and Niagara Moot 
Court Competitions, both of 
which deal with a gJestion of 
International Law. This ILS 
also conducts a placement 
seminar for those seeking a 
career in the International Law 
field . The group is currently at-
tempt1ng to locate gr{lnlS and 
~ther 'sources of funding for 
summer programs and intern-
ships. The start-up of an Inter-
national Law Journal is also be-
. ing discussed. 
The ILS advisor is Professor 
Virgini_a Lea·ry . Those in-
. terested in the Society .should 
attend its first organizational 
meeting, or contact a member 
of the board. The ILS office ts 







R8aiJty Or Needed 
' 
Boo~,? 
Reprinted · with -permission 
from Congress· Watcher. 
by Jon ~o!I , 
The MX, or Missile · Ex-
perimental, will be the largest 
project in the history of -' 
mankind, It will be larger than 
the Great Wall, the Pyramids,-
or the Panama Canal. It will re'.. 
quire twi_ce the cement that was 
needed for the . Hoover Dam, 
and as originally · planned, it 
will result in ·the construction 
of a· road system that is the 
equiva1ent of one-fourth the en-
tire U.S. interstate ,system: 
Air in all it is a vast l.mdertak-
ing. . . 
The MX is the new interi;on-
tinental ballistic missile being 
considered for ·placement in-
the Utah/Nevada Great Basin 
region. The· MX is a large missile 
able to carry ten nuclear 
warheads to pre-programmed 
targets: Presently plans ca// for 
hiding 200 of these MX missiles 
in 4,600 shelters spread 
throughout the desert valleys 
of Utah and Nevada. The entire 
project will entail using 54,000 
square miles, an .area equal to 
the state of Georgia. 
The MX will draw vast 
amounts of money_ out of the 
productive economy into an 
end product that .will, hopeful-
ly, never be wied. It will also br-
ing another · boom and bust 
developme·nt into Nevada and 
lJtah. 
The project was officially 
projected to cost $34 billion, 
but the General Accounting Of-
fice in Washington has said in-
flatio.n ,alone will push costs to 
$56 - billion. Others have 
estimated that it may reach $90 . 
billion. What does that boil 
down to fo,:_ the taxpayer? Over 
the ten-year period of the pro-
ject, it will cost each person in 
the United States at least $300. 
In January, 1980, State
Senator Frances Farley stood 
before her colleagues· at the 
Utah legislature and with a 
s~nse 6f drama unusual in 
Utah 1.mveiled a map showing 
vast portions of Nevada arid 
Utah covered with hundreds of
finely drawn peanut-shaped 
loops.' The map had been ob-
tained ... with rnuch difficulty
: from the Air Force, requiring a 
Freedom of Information claim 
and help from a reporter 
friend . Each loop, Fa0rley ex- -
plained, represented one of the 
200 proposed MX missile sites. 
"Th~ Senators were 
stunned;" Farley said. "It was 
the first clear picture many of 
r us had of the site· of the MX 
Project. Literally every flat 
place was covered with MX 
loops. Nothing was left but 
mountains and missiles - the 
valleys were all gone. No one 
had expected anything , that 
massive." 
Farley was one of the early 
critics of the MX in Utah, a 
conservative state whose 
· popt1lace showed a 70 percent 
support level of the MX in in-
' itial polls . Throughout this past 
year, however, MX support 
plummeted until recent polls 
showed· Farley's position had 
been adopted by a majority of 
-the Utahns and Nevadans. 
In ,contrast to. the normall.y 
sedate nature of western 
politics, the ~esponse to the 
MX missiles has been ahything 
but usual. Packed hearing 
rooms, detailed questioning of 
Air Force officials and letters 
to the edtor have been com-
monplace 1n Nevada and Utah. 
The c-ause for all this excite-
ment is clear. While polls show 
that a majority of Utahns and 
Nevadans now oppose the MX 
project, the same polls also 
show support for an increased 
defense spending and even 
support for a missile that 
would not resemble the vast, 
mobile land-based MX pro-
posal. Jt is apparent that the 
resistance is not to the overall 
concept of a larger defense 
.through a better missile· but 
simply to the specific MX pro-
ject. 
Project Easily Criticized 
The sheer size of the project 
cannot alone explain the 
. multitude of citizens who have 
criticized the MX. Even the Air 
Force's strategic justification 
for the project doesn't hold up. 
It can be argued that the MX 
isn't needed, won't work, and 
will harm the w~stern environ-
ment while speeding up the 
arms race. The MX project is 
scheduled to be completed by 
1989. 
As might be expected many 
who live in the MX area are 
concerned about the im-
mediate effect· of the pmject 
on their lives. Ranchers and 
farmers who may compete 
with the Air Force for scarce 
Great Basin .water are concern-
ed that the project will lock 
them out. . Likewise, rural 
Westerners see the influx of 
people and money from the 
MX project as the end of their 
present lifestyles. Finally, eR· 
virorimentalists such as 
Nevada's Rose Strickland 
believes the project would be 
an ·unp·aralleled socio-
environmental disaster. "The 
MX will sound the death knell 
of wide open spaces, untouch-
ed valleys and Great Basin 
mountains," said Strickland. 
Now joining the MX op-
po(l_ents in their fight are a· 
growing number of policy ex-
perts, scientists and political 
analysts who believe the 
strategic underpinning of the 
project is itself a flawed con-
cept. Heavy weight military 
authority General Maxwell 
Taylor, former chairman of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, h~ 
publicly questioned the need 
for MX. Dr. Richard Garwin, 
one of America 's leading 
defense analysts, believes the 
MX cost will be too great a 
burden on the overall defense 
program while deploying a 
system that "is not in step with 
technology ... " 
It is symptomatic of the con-
<;:eptual weakness of the MX 
that Cfitics have been able to 
develop several alternative 
plans, such as the deployment 
of missiles on small sub-
marines. · 
Citizens Are Organizing 
Others· Believe the MX In• 
evitable 
Despite the strong forces of 
opposition, many Utahns. and 
Nevadans believe in the MX. 
John Wellinghoff, a Nevada 
Lawyer and Board member of 
Citizen Alert (a group opposed 
to the MX), attributes this sup-· 
port to the influence of the at-
titudes of Utah and Nevada 
political leaders, who, with few 
exceptions, seem to be work-
ing for the MX and against the 
citizens. 
As one might expect, the MX 
issue is writing a new chapter 
of western citizen activism. rn 
Utah and Nevada, several new 
citizen groups have poole9 
their energy and funds to work 
against the MX. · 
· As western citizens have 
struggled to wield their anti-
MX majority in an effective 
citizen voice, national groups 
such as Friends of the Earth 
and the Sierra Club have 
debated whether to use their 
already organized voice 
_ against the MX. Steve Wheeler 
of Friends of the Earth (FOE), a 
national environmental· group, 
said, •"For us, it was primarily a 
matter of deciding to oppose 
the MX on environmental and 
land use grounds." 
For other groups, such as 
SANE; a national anti-nuclear 
weapon group, the decision 
was an obvious' one. At this 
time SANE and FOE have been 
joined by 20 additional church 
and citizen groups. 
So Far the MX Proponents. 
Have Won Battles 
,Given the large organizing 
tasks and short time periods at 
both the local and national 
levels, it is not surprising that 
MX proponents have won the 
early congressional battles. 
Still, the early ,MX victocies 
have not been decisive (all in-
volved planning or develop-
ment issues) with ·the major 
land withdrawal and construc-
tion funding debates yet to 
come. Major MX issues have 
not yet been decided. 
Utah State Sen~tor Farley 
offers a hard-nosed assessment 
 of citizen self-interest in the 
MX. "We in Utah and Nevada 
have no choice. We have to 
fight the MX because we're 
here and the MX is coming into 
our homes. I can only hope 
that people elsewhere are wise 
enough to see it is their fight 
too an(! care enough to lobby 
their Member of Congress ." 
"You1l love it. Sign here." 
Reprinted with permission from the Desert News, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Jon Motl is an organizer for 
Ralph Nader in the Rocky 
Mountain West. He can be 
feached at (406) 542-2090. 
Forum Presents ,. . McNamara 
lhe Distinguished Visitors 
Forum will present Jim 
McNamara, a Columbus, Ohio 
NLG attorney and . active 
member of the Gree·nsboro 
Justice Funi and of Those 
United to Fight Facism 
(T.U .F.F.) on Monday, 
September 22, 1980 at 8:00 pm 
at the law, school (room to be 
announced). McNamara will 
lead a slide and, video tape 
presentation of the tragic 
murder of 5 Communist 
Worker Party members by Klu 
Klu"',Klansmen in Greensboro: 
North . Carolina on November 
3, 1979. Watching the films is 
an overwhelmingly moving 
and unforgettable experience 
which shQuld not be missed. 
Immediately following this 
event the ·Buffalo chapter of
the NationaJ Lawyers Cuild 
will hold its first general open 
meeffng for new and 'potential 
members. ,The roles of the ·
chapter and its various. com-
mittees will be, discussed . 
These committees in~lude: 
Anti-Sexism Committee 
Affirmative Action Committee 
Labor Committee 
Public Relations ,ommittee 
Prison Task Force -
Anti-Draft Committee 
Community Law School 
Active ,participation in the 
National Lawyers Guild pro-
vides students with a political 
and legal experience the law 
school curricurum sorely 
neglects. The entire law school 
community is encouraged to 
attend Guild meetings and to 
join the Guild, although 
mem_yership is not a prere-
quisite to participation in t~e 
work of Guild committees. 
Funds . ' For 
Legal Jobs 
The Buffalo Public Interest 
Law Program, Inc. was found-
ed two years ago as· a means to·
fund summer jobs for students 
interested in public interest 
law in the Buffalo area . 
Students, faculty and ad-
ministration made donations 
'to fund the positions. In addi-
tion SBA funded one position 
each of the p11st two summers. 
This year third year student 
Francine Bruno worked at 
Legal Services for the Elderly, 
David Nelson, a second year 
student worked at Prisoners 
Legal Services and .th1rd year 
student, K.C. Edgell, worked at 
Protection and Advocacy Ser-
vices for the Developmentally 
Disabled. 
All persons who made 
pledges this spring will be cor,-
tacled or m.ay leave a check 
p·ayable to the Buffalo Public 
Interest Law Program, Inc., in 
Room 605. Additional con-
tributions, are welcome. 
Conve,ytion Notebook: The Democra.ts A.t The G~r~en· 
Buffa Law Student Goes El-ephant· Hunt1_ng I~-
by Alan Beckoff 
MONDAY: As I begin this 
jr:>urnal, the debate on rule 
F(3Xc) is under way. Each side 
is pontificating on the theme 
of"its positio,:l, freedom for the 
delegates versus fairness to the 
primary voters, witho.ut 
touching upon real motives 
· behind this fi~ht. The leaders 
of the open convention move-
ment are Kennedy supporters 
who are making a last ditch ef-
fort · to keep his - candidacy 
alive. In the last few days they 
have been joined by Demo-
crats seeking an alternative to 
Carter in the wake of "Billy-
gate." The President's sup-
porters, on the other hand, are 
qbviouslyconcerned-aboutthe 
possibility, and as of late, the 
probability that Carter will 
lose the nomination if the 
delegates he won in the spring 
are not bound to him. In 1976, 
Jimmy Carter went into the 
convention with a delegate 
majority,,and without this rule, 
as did Ronald Reagan this past 
July. 
F(3Xc), briefly, requires that 
if a delegate does not vote for 
the candidate he supported six 
months earlie~. he will prompt-
ly be given two tickets to "An-
nie" or bumped off, depending 
on his degree of obstinacy. The 
rule was designed to be a 
triumph of reform politics over 
the_ old days of the smoke-
filled room, but in operation it 
allows a c!esperate candidate 
to keep his party from repud-
iating him. In fact, Carter's 
operatives (led bv. Bob Strauss 
and Hamilton Jordan) are in a 
smoke-filled trailer .just off the 
convention floor making 
phone calls- to waivering 
delegates. 
The roll call vote on whether 
to dispense with the rule com-
mences. California passes. So 
does Illinois . Then New Jersey, 
New York, Pennsylvania, and 
Texas. None of these large 
states, most .having Kennedy 
majorities, wants to be the one 
to hand Carter this victory . On 
second call California, Illinois, 
New Jersey and Pennsylvania 
(which put "Nay" over the top) 
give in. Texas finally yotes. But 
Sta,te Sena\e Minority Leader 
Manfred Ohrenstein, a Ken-
nedy delegate and co-
chairman of New York ' s 
delegation, ignores repeated 
calls from the podium that he 
announce his state~ vote. 
The New York Carter 
delegates stage a demonstra-
tion . ChairmarYTip O'Neill, re-
quests that '_'the home state's 
delegation please have the 
courtesy to vote." Ohrenstein 
begsforgiveness,sayingthathe 
is having some trouble with the 
tabulations (I wonder why 
Alaska, which voted 6-8/17 for 
and 4-9/17 against, had no dif-
ficu'lty  answering the first call.) 
After 15 minutes, Ohrenstein 
announces the vote (J63 for, 
118 against, 1 abstention) to a 
chorus of boos, cheers, yawns, 
and sighs of relief. · 
Morris Udall, Carter's 
closest rival in 1976, gives a 
folksy keynote speech to a 
near empty arena. Udall, in 
what promises to be the theme 
of this c'onvention damns 
Reagan more than h'e praises 
Carter. Incidentally, I am now 
sitting in the Railroad Press 
Lounge, which hjs four televi-
sion monitors: CBS, ABC, NBC, 
and Ted Turner's Cable News 
Network . · Don · Postles just 
walked by. I set forth to look 
for Irv Weinstein. 
TUESDAY: If a platform is 
really the party's contract with 
the people, as the Democrats 
always claim, we should sue 
for breach. What could their 
defense be? Mental incapaci-
ty? 
Kennedy is due to speak · 
soon on the platform min9ritv 
report. There are lots of Ke'n-
nedy posters in evidence; in 
fact, I see no-Carter parapher-
nalia at all. And the mere men-
tion of Carter 's name by 
tonight's speakers causes the 
hall to break out in boos and 
catcalls . My guess is that 
Carter's people, in their limited 
benevolence, gave out extra 
passes to Kennedy supporters. 
When Kennedy is finally in-
troduced the crowd goes ab-
solutely wild . The place is a 
sea (or field - pick your 
favorite metaphor) of waving 
blue Kennedy placards and the .
band is belting out non-stop 
refrains of " McNamara ' s 
Band." As will no doubt be 
said before this journal sees 
light, Kennedy's speech was a 
classic performance. But.like 
Udall, he concentrated on 
Reagan, partic u I arly the 
former governor's dumb com-
ments like "Eighty percent of
air pollution comes from plants 
and trees." 
Tip's Rules of Order bring 
the platform debate to a quick 
close. The idea is to rush 
passageoftheminorityplanks 
in order to appease the opposi-
tion and keep· things moving. 
Like the Republi'cans, the 
Democrats inserted a loyalty 
plank · into their platform. 
While the Republicans called 
for the appointment of judges 
who "respect traditional fami-
ly,values and the sanctity of in-
noce'n·t human life," the 
Democrats ' policy is to 
withhold party money from 
any candidate who doe.s not 
support the Equal Rights 
Amendment. , 
'When the lights came back 
on after the Humphrey film, all 
the traces of Kennedy blue had 
vanished and the arena was .
again filled with Carter green. 
These Georgians may not 
know much about 'running a 
government, but they sure are 
professional when it comes to 
conventions . 
' 
 WEDNESDAY: For a study of 
" time, place, and manner" in 
· action, I walked by the Eighth 
Avenue Post Office across the 
street form the Garden. Eve_ry 
conceivable interest group -
anti-abortion, pro-choice, free 
Cuba, no nukes, anti-draft, 
gays, save the whales - was 
on hand, assemBled more or 
less peaceably behind police 
barricades. Permits had been 
required lol')g in advance. Only  , 
the Communist ~orkers Party 
m em be rs were . getting 
somewhat ornery, and a small 
fight with the police did ensue. 
Given the outcome of Mon-
day's rule fight, tonight pro-
mises no excitement. However, 
a f · d f tn ' ·• h b I rren O me W O e ongs 
to a Brooklyn political club 
passed along a rumor of a mass 
W a I k OU t b Y K e n n e d Y 
delegates. I think the Carter 
people will avoid such.a scene 
by making sure Kennedy's par-
tisans remain bound - to their 
chairs. 
Ronald Dellums, a black ·
Congressman from California, 
is ·to have his name placed in 
nomination. According t9 the 
advance text of his speech, he 
will declar,e that his intention 
 is merely to speak and not to 
seek votes, c1nd wil,I warn :
against moving· to the right as 
the way to combat Reagan. 
That De 11 um s is being 
nominated by the chairman of 
t'he Congressional Black 
Caucus is strong evidence of 
black disaffection with Carter. 
"The Star Spangled Banner" 
is gloriously mangled by Willie 
NelsQn,/ who, by changing 
some words around and cut-
ting out several lines 
altogether, gives an awful an-
them the rendition it so justly 
deserves. · 
After • Dellums' speech I 
went to the press lounge. 
When Coretta Scott King was 
introduced to second Carter's 
nomination, ABC, NBC, and 
CNN stayed with her. CBS cut 
to a Polaroid commercial. I 
came back upstairs to find the -
TV monitoring crew behind thE!' 
podium watching " 'Casablan-
ca" on a local station . 
The roll call -vote proceeded 
as usual , with each " great" 
state giving its Chamber of 
Commerce speech · before an-
nounting its vote . Arkansas, 
the District • of Columbia, 
Florida, and Minnesq.ta pass. 
One delegate from Oklahoma 
voted for Governor Carey. 
Ninetee'n South Dakotans 
voted for George McGovern. 
After all the music and 
demonstrations celebrating 
the Carter victory, Lieutenant 
Governor Thomas P. O'Neill, 
Jr., of Massachusetts announc-
ed tht -Kennedy wanted his 
home state to move for ac-
claimation. l'rom the podium, 
the elder O,'Neill called out, 
"All those voting' Aye'?" When 
the response came back , 
O'Neill declared, " The 'Ayes' 
have it! " 
· I suppose in all , the excite-
ment he just plain forgot to ask 
whether anyone was. voting 
"Nay". 
THURSDAY: Befor~ getting 
down to Mondale, the names 
of Patricia Simon ard Melvin 
Boozer are placed in nomina-
· 
tion. Simon is taking · the anti-
 war position used by Ron 
Kovic in 1976, and Boozer is 
representing the gays. The pur-
pose of thse token ,nomina-
tiOhs, as with that of ..Oellums 1
· last night, is merely to al ow 
these pe~ple to have their say. 
 They rarely draw any votes, 
and as the roll call is now p_ro-
ceed,ing, token v<;>tes are gomg 
instead to an assortment of 
favbrite sons and daugnlers. 
After Mondale's speech.-
which was at its best when he 
parodied the rhetorical ques-
tion . device employed · fre-
quently by the Republicans in 
Detroit, the film salutlng 
Carter and the party came on. 
D_uring the first half, in which 
Carter is p'ortrayed as· having 
the best qualiti,es of all of his 
predecessors, the crowd cheers 
wildly for the traditional 
Democratic heroes - FDR, 
Truman, Johnson, and JF~. But 
to give you an idea of just how 
partisan these peqple are, they 
boo Eisenhower and, this is rel-
ly tacky,' Abraham Lincoln. 
The part on Carter com-
pletefy lacks the wit of the 
1976 film, which included 
many of that year's political 
'cartoons. Here is The Presi-
dent, the man single-handedly 
responsible for the affairs of 
the world. The narrator s;on-
eludes "Ladies and gentlemen, 
The President of the United 
States." Carter emerges into a 
spotlight to the strains of "Hail 
to the Chief." The party seal on 
the podit.1m has b!:!en replaced 
by the presidential seal. I am 
moved to nausea. · 
C~rter's speech is rambling 
and generally U,Pf11SP.iring. 
Some firecrackers set off by a 
CWP, member (who ~as quick-
ly hustled out in a' hea~lock) 
startled him, causing him to 
praise "Hubert. HoratiQ Horn- . 
blower! " When he mentioned 
draft r~gistration, he was 
greeted with a loud chorus of 
boos, which were quickly 
drowned out by louder cheers . 
It is ironic how Carter brags 
about increasing defense spen-
ding while ~eagan quotes FDR. 
The reception for Carter was · 
downright tepid compared to 
the 900m for Kennedy when 
he appeared on the podium. 
The two .former rivals greet 
each other warily . As the 
balloons trickle down from the 
ceiling .because the nets failed 
to comp!etely open, it is dif-
ficult on this night to tell who 
the true victor is, whose 'ox has 
been gored, or, I should·say, 
whose ass has been whipped. 
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Professor . • • 
cont'd. from page one 
teresting than practice. Among 
the subjects he has taught at 
Gonzaga are UCC Articles II, 
Ill, IV, and IX, Consumer 
CreditM Consumer Protection, 
and Contracts. 
That Tom Crandall "loves 
teaching" is evident from his 
demeanor. He seems to be hav-
ing fun even while discussing 
the duller aspect of a case in 
class. 
He said "I spend at least 
50% of my class preparation 
time, . if not more, merely 
organizing." He said that he· 
vividly remembers facing enor-
mously ·complicated statutes 
as a law student, and experien-
cing that feeling of floundering 
in so much mush. His main 
goal, he said, is to guide his 
students metiq.,.lously ,'. step by 
step, through these formidable 
intricacies. He wants to strike a 
balance in his teaching for the 
two groups of students he 
perceives in his classes, "those 
who think of commercial law 
as a distinct discipline, a 
specialty, and those who hope 
they n~'(_er see it in practice 
but are taking the courses just 
in case." -
l;fis technique seems to be 
working. The Gonzaga Law 
students elected him Most 
Distinguished Teacher in 1979. 
Professor Crandall is surely a 
welcome addition to the Law 
faculty, albeit for a short time. 
Call For Proposals 
Proposals for activities to enhance 
University life are being sousht by the 
Student Activities Steering Committee, which has been allocated S25,000 by the 
Faculty-Student Association 10 fund ap-
proved1rantswhlchcannotnormallybe 
funded throush other sources. 
Any member of the University co?'• 
munity may submit a proposal with a 
bud1et eSlimate to: Student Activities Steerins Committee 
c/o Student Affairs · 
542 Capen Hall 
· Telephone: Proposals may be submitted 636-2982- on forms 
available at'that office or in the form of 
a letter. Submission, should Include the 
name of the proposina individual or 
oraanizalion (with a person to contact), 
and a detailed estimate of expenses. 
After in[tial screenina.-s,ropo~ers of pro-
jects beina considered will be Invited to 
meet )"ith the COfflmiJtee lo discuss their 
requests for fundina. 
' The committee seeks creative , 
responses to University'fleeds which will 
benefit• substantial se1ment of the stu- . 
dent population and tile University 9)ffl· munity. · 
Deadline\ tor receipt of applications ;s 
._0_1:_,o_be_,_1..,;s,_1"-91JO;,,;,_. _____ _. 
~ep,er~Ae's Pigskin 
. . ' 
Preview . .Predf . ct ions 
by Joe Peperone 
George Brett is c;losing in on 
.400, Baltimore is closing in-on 
the Yanks, and Fergie Jenkins is 
closing in on a 5-10 year term 
in the Tomnto ·Peniten.tiary. 
Such is I the state of major 
league _baseball as the 11980 
season ,draws to a close. 
I'm•_ pleased to -remind 
everyone that my' baseball 
predictions of last April are, 
for the most part, working out 
~etty ~ell ·. Of my: four first 
place· picks, Montreal and the 
Yanks are_ leading their divi-
sions. Houston is battling L.A. 
in the N.L. West, and California 
is only 34 games out. 
Drunk with success, I'm go-
ing to dust off the ol ' crystal 
ball once again and try ·to·
predict the divisional races in 
the National Football League. 
Since eacb team has played 
one game as of the writing of 
this column, I admit I am 
cheatiog a bit. However, for at 
least orae team, the result of 
the first game will have a large 
impact on the rest of their 
season. 
The team I'm referring to is 
the Buffalo Bills. Their win last 
week against the Miami 
Dolphins was- not just another 
win . The victory, and just as 
important, how it was achiev-
ed (two touchdowns in the last 
four minutes). may be worth 
three/victories over the course 
of the year. . 
The reason I say this is 
because football, like · most 
sports, is a very psychological 
game. I' bel'ieve that · fo6tball, 
be'cause . o'f 'its "sh'6rt 0 
schedule and week-long gaps 
between games: is 'even more 
so. For a team . to believe in 
itself may in part make up for 
the talent it lacks when match-
ed up against what might 
otherwise be regarded as a bet-
ter team. The Bills .lost to 
Miami on· opening day last 
year on the last play of the 
game, extending Miami's 
decade long mastery over the 
Bills," and perhaps setting the 
tone for last year's 7-9 record . 
With a 1980 attitude of " we 
can," it may make the -race in 
the American Conference East 
quite interesting. 
New England should win the 
division title. Steve Grogan 
may have his bad days. and the 
Pats will invariably lose to a 
fe_w teams , they sho1,1ldn't, but .
the team is . fundamentally 
strong - and has . no major 
weaknesses. Miami was.,picked 
by many,1to either !"in the divi-
sion or come iA a strong se-
cond, but judging from 'their 
opening performance, they 
have a lot of holes to patch up: 
Their of,f1ensi.ve line is 
mediocre at best and Bob 
Griese is beginning'to show his '
age. They will have to improve 
fast to keep ahead pf the Bills 
and the Jets. · 
Before tl:ie Dolphjri• game. I 
though the Bills had a good · 
• chance to go at least 8.'.a this 
year; now I'm sure of it. In fact, 
. I'm going to i:;iredict 10-6 and 
settle for 
he 
9-7." If Joe Crjbbs · 
plays a$ has so far, and the 
defense stays h~,althy, the Bills 
should be in the playoff fight 
right up to the last game of the 
season . IF they can avoid 
beating themselves. · 
The - Jets' offense is ex· 
plosive, but their defense is er-
ratic . Richard Todd, . Wesley
Walker and Company aFe most
effective when the •Jets aren't
forced into passing situations.
Thus, if the defense keeps the
game close, the Jets passing at-
. tack should win its share of
· .. gamesi if they '.re forced to play
. catch-up, though, , th~y may
havt problems: -S-8 seems 
reasonable. · 
Baltimore should be secure 
knowing .that, with a healthy 
· Bert Jones, they -ar~ the bes·t 
last-place team in ·football. 
Without -him, they' re in bi@ 
trouble. 
Certain Pitts.burgh Steelers, 
such as Joe Greene, wear all 
four of their Super· Bowl rings 
on one hand, thus the slogan, 
" One .for the thumb in '81 ". 
They should- get it. With the 
possible exception of quarter-
back, they have quality back-
ups at every position, and are a 
good bet to go all the way. 
Houston is an improved 
team with Ken Stabler. They 
are probably the second best 
team in the whole N.F.L ., next 
to the Steelers, but they' ll have 
to sett le for bridesmaid status 
again. Cleveland should finish 
third, with Cincinnatti bringing 
up the rear. 
The American Conference 
West should be closest divi-
sional rate with. any team 
capable of winning it. If Fouts 
can .come close to his record-
setting performanc.e of last 
year, San Diego should repeat . 
If he doesn't, watch out for 
Oakland. 
•In the National Conference 
Wes(' 'Philly shou ld ove;ta'ke 
the Cowboys and the Redskins 
for the division crown. H ·Ron 
Jaworski stays tiot, as he has' 
thrnugh ffie preseason and the 
first game, the Eagles should 
make it to the S1:1per Bowl. The 
Giants and the C-:ardinals will 
figh~ out for both respectabili-
ty and fourth place, with the 
Giants having the best shot . 
The world keeps waiting for 
the Bears to have thejr big 
year, and off their perfors 
mance against the Packers, 
they still may be waiting by 
• December. The Bears' passing 
attack has to take the heat off 
Payton for' · the team to go 
anywhere. The Vikings should 
snepl< in to win · the Central 
division with a 10-6 record at 
best. Th.e Lions may also pass 
 _ the Bears. if · Simms and 
Danielson stay healthy. As for 
the Packers, I . original,ly had 
. thE:rtl for 1-15, but since they 
b@.at the Bears, 1;11 up it to 2-~ 4. 
The only advice I can give 
the_m is to move north to,#the 
· Canadian League, where· tJ1ey 
may have a . chance· to ' plat •
.500 ball. 1 • 
In the National Conference 
We~t. the t~am to ~in _more 
games than 1t loses will win the 
divisiqn. Considering the te.ams 
involved, that may not be easy.·· 
I'll blame the Rams loss .to th_e 
Lions on the fact that their 
dffensive h<;>ldouts weren't in 
shape and pick L.A. to win in a 
yawner again, · with New 
Orleans the dark horse. 
None of . the above . is 
guaran!eed ·and I'll deny 
everything. , Comments and/of 
suggestion.s for future columns 
will be much appreciated. Oh 
·yeah, I hopE! · the Yankees 1 
c~oke. 
Record Rack 
Newest Sufierstar Releases 
McCartney's Worst, ·o-;ana,'s Best · 
by Michael Rosenthal 
Rolling Stones -
Emotional Rescue 
. A.s fine an.album as their last 
album, Some Girls, which 
made the Stones a group to 
reckon with all over again, 
Emotional Rescue shows that 
the Sto'nes can stay on the fop 
of the rock pile for as long as 
they want to. In their fifteenth 
year of regul.arly hitting home 
runs, the Stones don't strike 
out anywhere on this album. 
Their influences are still wide" 
and sundry with blues, reggae, 
disco imd new wave all affec-
ting the music on this record in 
various degrees. WhHe the big 
hit is the title cut, the most en-
vigorating spirited song on the 
album . is easily She's So Cold. 
Jagger obviously had a l9t of 
furi with this cut and his enjoy-
ment carries over. A close se-
cond in spirit is Where The 
Boys Go. As always, what 
works most for the Stones is 
whatever they .do, even 
Jagger's mock •· Barry-Gibb-
falsetto on the title cut, the 
stamp of the Stones keeps shin-
ii:ig through. 
Paul McCartney -
M c_Cartney I I . 
Apparently· made as quickly 
and with as little thought or 
heart . behind it as the first 
Wings album,. Wild Life, this 
album shows that McCartney 
is .. now ·, oblivio4s to the 
fl,r<:essitjes· of good music. Sad 
position for so talented an ar-
tist. Mc'Ca,tney sacrifices 
melody for gimmick, and lyrics 
for child rhyming. While Back 
To The· Egg was not a par-
ticular.ly outstanding album, it 
at least had its moments, Mc-
Cartney II is almost completely 
iJevoid of moments. There is 
barely a song present; and the 
pieces of songs tlirown 
together just ,do not.jell. Com-
ing Up ·was -overplayed and 
undeservedly so. Waterfalls, 
the only other song of note is 
missing something. l'n short, 
this album is a disaster. 
Jackson Browne -
Hold Out . 
The happiest, most accessi-
ble album that Browne has 
ever made never gets too 
somber o~ downbeat to mar it 
as many of Browne'.s past 
works have been . Disco 
Apocalypse and Hold On Hold 
Out, the first and last cuts on 
the album respectively, are the 
most powerful. When Browne 
begins to -speak at the end of 
the latter song the album is 
worked up to such a climax 
that it just about explodes. 
This album proves most 
assuredly that 'Browne ca'n be a 
top notch writer and performer 
without being an unhappy one. 
The..tc.inks -
One For The Road 
a 
The Kinks are now rece-l ing 
lot of long deserved acclaim. 
After all, they have· been 
together for fifteen years now 
and turning out some of the 
1 more intelligently written rock 
for most of that period. On 
Low Budget and Misfits, their 
most.recent studio albums, the 
K)nks showcased their fine-
tuned ability to rock and 
laugh, to examine and dissect, 
'to be original and popular 
simultaneously. However One 
·for The Road fails . While it 
covers some of their early hits 
and a fair portion of their 
history, the album leaves 9ut 
far too many of their classics 
and concentrates toq_ heavily 
on Low Budget. Six songs from 
Low Budget are included (more 
than half of that album) and all 
of this album's third side is so 
derived. If tliis were a com-
plete concert this might be 
understandable, but this is a 
patchwork live .album, record-
ed in seven different cities. 
Where are cuts like Tired of 
Waiting? We// Respected Man? 
Anything from Sleepwalker? 
More from Misfits? There was 
so much potential here, but 




A stronger album than they 
have made in a long time, The 
Game still ' has, like mo'st 
Queen albums, a patchwork 
quality with so many dissimilar. 
styles lying s ide by side that it 
does not really work. Here 
there is fifties music, in the 
shape of Crazy Little Thing 
Called Love, disco/rap in-
fluenced music in the shape of 
Another One Bites The Dust, 
and more typical grandiose ful-
ly arranged, produced and or-
chestrated Queen music in the 
shape of Play The Game and 
Save Me. However,' Queen is 
not afraid to grow and change 
to meet changing tastes, but, 
once again, the parts are much 
better than the whole. Queen 
has not yet learned how to 




By all rights, this album 
should · not have worked. It is 
disco music written and pro-
duced by a group past its 
prime. Ne~ertheless, Chic has 
given Ross better material than 
they have ever given 
themse.lves and Ross responds 
by giving her most inyolved, 
spirited, heartfilled, sincere 
performance in years. What 
she did on the song The Boss 
epitomizes this whole album. 
She p1:1shes her abilities to new 
peaks, and enjoys dQing so. 
More importantly, she c!oesn't 
let hers~lf get smothered by 
the members of Chic. Ross 
shines through on each and 
every cut and turns out the 
finest album of her solo career. 
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REMEMBER: 
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off the price of your course is 
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When you register early for BAR/BRl's 1981 
New York, New Jersey, Massachusetts 
or Pennsylvania bar review. . 
You get your-materials-NOW 
Your "early bird'' lectures-NOW 
And the nation's lavgest and most successful 
bar review course 
· and you save $100 off the current 
course price. 
29 Commonwealth· Av81')µe 
Bostqn, Massachusetts 02116 
·· 6177261-2430 until Noveml:ler ~o. 1980; 
· thereafter 617 t-437-1171 . 
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